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Abstract. We present two studies investigating factors that correlate with students' and instructors' perceptions of
problem difficulty. In the first study, introductory physics students and instructors were asked to rate the difficulty of
textbook-style work-energy problems. These difficulty ratings are compared and we look for correlations between the
difficulty ratings and a measure of problem complexity. We find differences between students' and instructors' ratings
and a correlation between instructors' ratings and problem complexity but no significant correlation between students'
ratings and problem complexity. In the second study, we asked introductory physics students and instructors to rate the
difficulty of textbook-style kinematics problems. Additionally, we asked students to provide ratings of their familiarity
with these problems and complete solutions. We explore the relationship between difficulty ratings, problem complexity,
problem familiarity, and the rate at which students solve the problems correctly.
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INTRODUCTION

METHOD

Characterizing the difficulty of physics problems is
useful for both physics instruction and physics
education research. Characterizations of problem
difficulty can be used for constructing assignments and
exams and for comparing the performance of students
across courses or institutions. Such characterizations
have traditionally relied on the intuition of experienced
instructors and textbook authors.
Research in physics problem solving has identified
several factors that influence students’ problem solving
performance [1]. These factors can be broadly divided
into two groups. The first group includes factors that
describe the interaction of the solver with the problem,
like the solver’s ideas about the problem domain,
whether the solver has previously encountered any
similar problems, and the solver’s epistemological
beliefs about solving problems in physics [2]. The
second group includes factors that describe the
intrinsic character of the problem, like how
information is provided to the solver [3, 4], how wellstructured the problem is [5], and the complexity of
the problem’s solution(s).
We explore the nature of physics problem difficulty
by asking students and instructors to rate the difficulty
of some textbook-style physics problems. We then
compare these perceptions of difficulty and look for
correlations between the difficulty ratings and the
problem’s complexity, students’ familiarity with the
problem, and the rate at which students provide a
correct solution to the problem.

We conducted two studies of problem difficulty.
Both studies took place at Kansas State University, a
large public university with very high research activity.
The first study focused on problems in the domain of
work and energy and included physics majors enrolled
in the first semester of a year-long calculus-based
introductory physics sequence. The second study
focused on problems in the domain of kinematics and
included students enrolled in the first semester of a
year-long algebra-based introductory physics
sequence. Instructors included physics professors and
teaching assistants.
For each study, a Survey of Problem Difficulty
Estimation (SPDE) was created [6]. Four versions of
each survey were created and each version presented
the problems in a different random order. The SPDE
Work-Energy includes 16 problems and respondents
were asked to rate the difficulty of each problem on a
10 point Likert scale (1=easiest, 10=most difficult).
Students rated the difficulty for themselves and
instructors were asked to estimate the difficulty for a
calculus-based introductory physics student. Problems
were either selected from a popular calculus-based
textbook [7] or from University of Minnesota’s
Context-Rich Problems [8] or were created by the
authors. The survey was administered online to both
students (N=15) and instructors (N=14). Students took
the survey during the week prior to an exam on workenergy.
The SPDE Kinematics includes 10 problems. For
each problem, students were asked to provide a

solution, rate the familiarity, and rate the difficulty.
Instructors were asked only to estimate the difficulty
of each problem for an algebra-based introductory
physics student. Based on our experiences with the
SPDE Work-Energy, we refined the rating scales by
decreasing the size of the scale to a 5-point Likert
scale (1=easiest or most familiar; 5=most difficult or
least familiar), and we included examples of a very
easy and a very difficult problem as examples of the
extrema of the difficulty scale. Problems were selected
from a popular algebra-based physics textbook [5] or
the University of Minnesota’s Context-Rich Problems
or they were created by the authors. Students (N=21)
took the survey in paper format and instructors (N=16)
took the survey online. Students took the survey
during the week prior to an exam on kinematics.
Median and mean difficulty ratings were calculated
for students and instructors. The distributions of the
difficulty ratings provided by students and instructors
were compared using Independent Samples MannWhitney U Tests.
Students’ solutions to the SPDE Kinematics
problems were scored on a binary scale as either
correct or incorrect. Solutions were considered correct
if the student used an appropriate approach and only
made minor arithmetic errors. All other solutions were
scored as incorrect. For the purposes of analysis,
correct solutions received one point and incorrect
solutions received no points. This scale was selected to
make the data more interpretable (i.e. the percentage of
students who solved the problem correctly) and also to
minimize the need for the graders to interpret students’
work. Correlation coefficients were calculated for the
mean student score and the mean difficulty ratings
from students and instructors.
The complexity of each problem was determined
using a rubric based on an Exposition-ComplicationResolution framework [10]. In the case of physics
problems, the “exposition” includes sources of
information about the problem situation. In textbook
problems, exposition typically occurs in the problem
statement. “Complications” are questions that need to
be answered or quantities that need to be determined.
In a well-structured problem, there is a main
complication which is the overall problem to be
solved. Additional complications arise during the
solution of the problem and are usually thought of as
steps. “Resolutions” are the answers to the
complications. For example, consider the problem:
“How much potential energy is stored in a spring with
spring constant k = 170 N/m when it is compressed 5
cm?” The exposition identifies that a spring with a
spring constant equal to 170 N/m is compressed 5 cm.
The primary complication is to find the potential
energy of the spring and the primary resolution is the
value of the potential energy. In the solution, two
additional complication/resolution pairs arise. The first
is the decision of which physics ideas to use - the

definition of potential energy U=½kx2. The second is
to match the variables in this definition with the
information given in the problem statement. The
complexity of the problem is determined by the
number of complication/resolution (CR) pairs. This
example problem would be scored as having three CR
pairs.
The complexity of each problem was scored by two
independent raters. The raters first scored a set of
worked examples from two popular calculus-based
introductory textbooks [7,11]. The inter-rater
reliability for this set of problems was 0.78. The rubric
was then refined. The raters used the refined rubric to
score their own solutions to each of the SPDE
problems and the number of CR pairs was averaged
for purposes of analysis. The inter-rater reliability was
0.72 for the SPDE Work-Energy and 0.79 for the
SPDE Kinematics. Correlation coefficients were
calculated for the mean number of CR pairs and the
mean difficulty ratings from students and instructors.

RESULTS
For both surveys, differences were found between
the difficulty ratings provided by students and those of
the instructors. Table 1 shows the median difficulty
ratings given by students and instructors and the
results of Mann-Whitney U Tests for both surveys.
For the SPDE Work-Energy, six of 16 problems
received different difficulty ratings from students and
instructors. Students gave one of these six problems
(Problem 5) a higher difficulty rating than the
instructors did. Otherwise, students rated these
problems as being easier than the instructors. All of the
Context-Rich Problems were rated as being easier by
students than by instructors. Overall, we have
discerned no pattern to explain why these problems are
rated differently.
For the SPDE Kinematics, four of 10 problems
received different difficulty ratings from students and
instructors. Students rated all four of these problems as
being easier than the instructors. None of these
problems was a Context-Rich problem.

Difficulty & Student Score
For the SPDE Kinematics, the instructors’
difficulty ratings correlate significantly with students’
score (R = 0.89, p < 0.01) as do the students’ difficulty
ratings (R = 0.76, p = 0.01). The negative slope of the
best fit lines indicates that as the rate of students
providing correct solutions increases, the perceived
difficulty of the problem decreases (Figure 1).
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TABLE 1. SPDE Work-Energy Median Difficulty Ratings from Students and Instructors and Mann-Whitney U Test Comparisons.
Difficulty ratings are on a 10-point Likert scale for the SPDE Work-Energy and on a 5-point Likert scale for the SPDE Kinematics.
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Students’ familiarity with a problem correlates with
students’ and instructors’ perceptions of difficulty, and
in the case of students’ perceptions, this correlation is
particularly strong. Indeed, asking students to rank the
familiarity of kinematics problems produces nearly the
same information as asking them to rank the difficulty
of the problems. Familiarity is likely a very important
factor in students’ perception of difficulty.
In the domain of work-energy, instructors’
perceptions of difficulty correlate with the complexity
of the problem while students’ perceptions do not. This

45!')*$%"-)-2%')"2*)520-)!")*5%)-27&!")2.)D!"%7&*!#'()
65%$%) 92*5) '*/-%"*'N) &"-) !"'*$/#*2$'N) +%$#%+*!2"') 2.)
-!..!#/0*1)#2$$%0&*%)6!*5)#27+0%8!*13))
45%'%) $%'/0*') '/<<%'*) *5&*) .&7!0!&$!*1) 7&1) +0&1) &)
'*$2"<%$)$20%)*5&")#27+0%8!*1)!")'*/-%"*'N)+%$#%+*!2"')
2.) -!..!#/0*13) J--!*!2"&001() &0*52/<5) *5%) *62) '*/-!%')
6%$%) #2"-/#*%-) 6!*5) *62) -!..%$%"*) +2+/0&*!2"') 2.)
trend does not hold in the domain of kinematics, where
!"*$2-/#*2$1) '*/-%"*'() *5%'%) $%'/0*') $&!'%) *5%) O/%'*!2")
both students’ and instructors’ perceptions of difficulty
2.) 65%*5%$) '*/-%"*') +%$#%!,%) +$290%7) #27+0%8!*1)
correlate with complexity. A linear relationship
-!..%$%"*01) 9%*6%%") *5%) -27&!") 2.) D!"%7&*!#') :65!#5)
between the number of CR pairs and the difficulty
*%"-')*2)9%)72$%)&0<2$!*57!#>)&"-)*5%)-27&!")2.)62$DE
rating is not necessarily expected. For example, one
%"%$<1) :65!#5) *%"-') *2) $%O/!$%) 72$%) #2"#%+*/&0)
could imagine that doubling the number of CR pairs
$%&'2"!"<>3))
might more than double the perceived difficulty of the
problem. Therefore, it is somewhat surprising that a
0-1/.23&+#4&/5,'
linear trend
is indeed observed in these data.
These results suggest that familiarity may play a
C%) 62/0-)
0!D%) complexity
*2) *5&"D) *5%)
M?P@BG)perceptions
<$2/+()
stronger
role than
in students’
%'+%#!&001)A%5/!)Q/().2$)*5%!$)#2"*!"/%-)#200&92$&*!2")
of difficulty. Additionally, although the two studies
&"-)
C%N-)with
&0'2)two
0!D%)different
*2) *5&"D)
*5%) M?P) of
were'/++2$*3)
conducted
populations
L2<"!*!,%)
?#!%"#%)
R$2/+)
.2$) 6%0#27!"<)
*5%!$)
introductory
students,
these
results raise/')the*2)question
S+%")?%7!"&$3)45!')62$D)!')'/++2$*%-)!")+&$*)91)T?;)
of whether students perceive problem complexity
R$&"*)K)UVWXYUZ)
differently between the domain of kinematics (which
tends to be more algorithmic) and the domain of workenergy (which%&!&%&/-&,'
tends to require more conceptual
reasoning).
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